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ABSTRACT Physically motivated and analytical prototype functions are proposed to approximate the
nonlinear flux linkages of nonlinear synchronous machines (SMs) in general; and reluctance synchronous
machines (RSMs) and interior permanent magnet synchronous machines (IPMSMs) in particular. Such
analytical functions obviate the need of huge lookup tables (LUTs) and are beneficial for optimal operation
management and nonlinear control of such machines. The proposed flux linkage prototype functions are
capable of mimicking the nonlinear self-axis and cross-coupling saturation effects of SMs. Moreover, the
differentiable prototype functions allow to easily derive analytical expressions for the differential inductances
by simple differentiation of the analytical flux linkage prototype functions. In total, two types of flux linkage
prototype functions are developed. The first flux linkage approximation is rather simple and obeys the energy
conservation rule for “symmetric” flux linkages of RSMs. With the gained knowledge, the second type of
prototype functions is derived in order to achieve approximation flexibility necessary for SMs with permanent
(or electrical) excitation with “unsymmetric” flux linkages due to the excitation offset. All proposed flux
linkage prototype functions are continuously differentiable, obey the energy conservation rule and, as fitting
results show, achieve a (very) high approximation accuracy over the whole operation range.

INDEX TERMS Analytical flux linkage prototype functions, interior permanent magnet synchronous ma-
chine, reluctance synchronous machine, saturation effects.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the developed manufacturing and control techniques
and the increased efficiency requirements, induction machines
(IMs) are more and more replaced by synchronous machines
(SMs) [1]. Reluctance synchronous machines (RSMs) and
permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) achieve
higher efficiencies and better overall performance.

Except surface-mounted PMSM (SPMSM), both RSM
and interior PMSM (IPMSM) exhibit significant magnetic
saturation [2], [3], resulting in highly nonlinear flux link-
ages which depend on not only the direct-axis current but
also the quadrature-axis current, leading to magnetic cross-
coupling. In order to achieve the best possible drive perfor-
mance, the saturation and cross-coupling effects cannot be
neglected. The effectiveness of developed control algorithms,

e.g., nonlinear current control strategies [4], optimal feed-
forward torque control (OFTC) [5], [6] or model predictive
control [7], is deteriorated by model and parameter uncertain-
ties. In addition, cross-coupling inductances [8] lead to posi-
tion estimation errors in encoderless control. Consequently,
a comprehensive flux linkage (or differential inductance)
model is essential for the control of modern electrical drive
systems.

The magnetic nonlinearity of the flux linkage maps can
normally be extracted (mostly as LUTs) by using finite el-
ement analysis (FEA) or by conducting experiments in the
laboratory. For many application (e.g. industrial drives), FEA
data from the machine manufacturers may not be avail-
able to commissioning or control engineers but—as it is
required for optimal controller tuning and operation of the
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electrical drive system—machine identification [9] or self-
commissioning [10] must be performed to extract (at least
parts of) the flux linkage maps. To compensate for the nonlin-
ear magnetic cross-coupling and saturation effects in the real-
time control system with limit-storage, analytical functions in-
stead of LUTs are preferable. Analytical functions are usually
parameterized by a small number of parameters. Moreover,
continuity and even differentiability of such functions over
the whole operation range facilitate the derivation of differ-
ential inductances or the solution of analytical optimization
problems [5].

Polynomial functions [11] are commonly adopted for repre-
senting the saturated flux linkages or differential inductances.
Higher polynomial orders are necessary to enhance the fit-
ting performance. Hence, a suitable polynomial order must
be chosen according to the required estimation accuracy. To
include the cross saturation into the models, bivariate poly-
nomials [12], [13] could be used to avoid the need of saving
several sets of parameters for different current regions. In [14],
power functions, or so-called modified polynomial functions,
with less parameters and a shared cross-coupling term are de-
veloped for describing the magnetic saturation of RSMs. The
inverse (flux-current) relation is modeled here due to the simi-
lar curve shapes to the power function, which eases the fitting
procedure. For identifying machine parameters automatically,
based on [14], a self-commissioning method [15] for RSMs
is developed by implementing a test injection sequence to im-
prove the fitting process for the model. But several polynomial
orders must be found to enhance the fitting results. Moreover,
as the approach is not generic, the process has to be repeated
for each individual machine. On the other hand, a few flux
linkage prototype functions do exist. For example, [16] or [17]
introduce novel RSM flux linkage approximation prototype
functions, which are also able to reproduce self-axis saturation
effects. The flux linkages are modeled separately by a linear
and a nonlinear part. However, in particular for [16], several
sets of parameters for different quadrature currents must be
saved to cover the whole operation range. Therefore, a large
numbers of parameters and the discontinuity of the prototype
function limit its applicability. The prototype function in [17]
is continuously differentiable but the accuracy is rather lim-
ited. For IPMSMs, a continuous prototype function is pro-
posed in [3] to simplify the analysis of the saturation effects.
But the saturation effects cannot be directly observed in the
mathematical expressions due to its complexity with many
reciprocal exponential functions. Furthermore, nonlinear flux
maps are reduplicated by implementing artificial neural net-
works (ANNs) in [18]. Nevertheless, complex network struc-
tures result in complicated learning procedures and a large
number of ANN parameters.

In [19], a rather simple analytical flux linkage prototype
function for RSMs has been designed which achieves accept-
able accuracy. But conservation of energy is not guaranteed. In
this paper, this approach is extended and improved in order to
obtain generic analytical flux linkage prototype functions for
SMs in general (for RSMs and IPMSMs in particular). After

presenting the nonlinear SM model covering saturation and
cross-coupling effects, the first flux linkage prototype function
for RSMs is presented which obeys the energy conservation
(reciprocity) rule. As a consequence, the function not only
meets physical requirements but also reduces the number of
required parameters. Note that the coenergy variations due to
cross-coupling effects should equal. However, small differ-
ences due to numerical (fitting) inaccuracies may occur but
still allow for satisfactory approximation results. Afterwards,
the second flux linkage prototype function is presented which
can be applied for both RSMs and (I)PMSMs. Its generic
structure allows to model any kind of nonlinear flux linkages
of SMs with constant excitation, even those with permanent-
magnet flux linkage component (offset) such as in IPMSMs.

Contributions of the paper are:
1) Flux linkage prototype functions for RSMs and

IPMSMs are developed exploiting the intrinsic physical
characteristics (such as Gaussian and sigmoid shapes) of
nonlinear flux linkages of SMs instead of using polyno-
mial functions or non-differentiable modulus (absolute
value) functions; the resulting prototype functions are
continuously differentiable, obey the energy conserva-
tion rule, have few parameters and can be extended in
a generic and modular fashion (to meet arbitrarily high
estimation accuracies).

2) Fitting procedures of the function parameters are de-
signed in a step-by-step manner in order to effectively
obtain an optimal set of parameters yielding best accu-
racy.

3) Effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed flux linkage
prototype functions are evaluated and validated for real
FEM-based and experimentally obtained flux linkage
maps.

II. MODELING AND FLUX LINKAGE CHARACTERISTICS
First, the nonlinear model of SMs, used in this paper, is briefly
revisited. Then, the flux linkages of RSMs and IPMSMs
are studied and explained including self (direct) axis and
cross (quadrature) axis saturation effects. Finally, the (dif-
ferentiable) cross-coupling inductances are analyzed, which
are crucial for a proper design of the proposed flux linkage
prototype functions.

A. NONLINEAR MODEL OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES
Neglecting temperature, speed and position dependencies in
the flux linkages, the electrical SM model in the rotating (d,q)-
reference frame is given by [20, Chap. 14]

udq
s = Rsidq

s + ωp

[
0 −1

1 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:J

ψdq
s (idq

s ) + d
dtψ

dq
s (idq

s ) (1)

where udq
s := (ud

s , uq
s )� are the stator voltages (in V), idq

s :=
(ids , iqs )� are the stator currents (in A), ψdq

s := (ψd
s , ψ

q
s )� are

the flux linkages (in Wb; functions of idq
s ) and Rs is the stator
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FIGURE 1. Principle rotor designs of the considered machines: (a) RSM
rotor and (b) IPMSM rotor.

resistance (in �). The electric angular frequency ωp = npωm

(in rad/s) rotates the (d,q)-reference frame synchronously,
where np and ωm (in rad/s) denote the number of pole pairs
and the mechanical angular frequency, respectively. The flux
linkages can be expressed by

ψdq
s (idq

s ) = ψ̄
dq
s (idq

s ) + ψdq
pm (2)

where ψ̄
dq
s := (ψ̄d

s , ψ̄
q
s )� are stator flux linkage components

due to the stator current excitation and ψdq
pm := (ψd

pm, ψ
q
pm)�

are permanent magnet (PM) flux linkage components. Nor-
mally,ψdq

pm := (ψd
pm, 0)� can be used for PMSMs; in contrast,

ψ
dq
pm := (0, 0)� holds for RSMs.
For further derivations, the last term of (1) is rewritten as

d
dtψ

dq
s (idq

s ) = ∂ψ
dq
s (idq

s )

∂idq
s

d
dt idq

s = Ldq
s (idq

s ) d
dt idq

s (3)

where the differential inductance matrix Ldq
s (in H) is defined

as the (partial) derivative of the flux linkages with respect to
the stator currents, i.e.

Ldq
s (idq

s ) :=
⎡⎣ ∂ψd

s (idq
s )

∂ids

∂ψd
s (idq

s )
∂iqs

∂ψ
q
s (idq

s )
∂ids

∂ψ
q
s (idq

s )
∂iqs

⎤⎦:=
[

Ld
s (idq

s ) Ldq
s (idq

s )

Lqd
s (idq

s ) Lq
s (idq

s )

]
.

(4)

B. FLUX LINKAGE CHARACTERISTICS
1) RSM
If iron losses are neglected, then, due to the symmetric rotor
design of RSMs as shown in Fig. 1(a), the symmetry of the
flux linkages with respect to the d-axis current ids and q-axis
current iqs implies

ψd
s (ids , iqs ) = −ψd

s (−ids , iqs ),

ψq
s (ids , iqs ) = ψq

s (−ids , iqs ) (5)

and

ψd
s (ids , iqs ) = ψd

s (ids ,−iqs ),

ψq
s (ids , iqs ) = −ψq

s (ids ,−iqs ), (6)

respectively. The real d-axis flux linkage ψd
s and q-axis flux

linkage ψ
q
s of a 9.6 kW RSM are exemplarily shown in

Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). Both axes (i.e. flux linkages and cur-
rents) are normalized with respect to their maximal values
(i.e. ψd/q

s /ψ
d/q
s,max (in Wb/Wb) and id/qs /̂is,max (in A/A)) and,

then, plotted in the per unit (p.u.) system to ease comparability
with other machines. The respective base (maximum) values
of ψd

s,max, ψ
q
s,max and îs,max can be found in Table 2 in the

appendix.
To illustrate and highlight the typical and intrinsic mag-

netic saturation effects of RSMs, Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) show
the saturated self-axis flux linkage curves [ , , ]
extracted from the presented flux linkage maps in Fig. 2(a)
and 2(b) for different cross-coupling currents. Even though
flux curves in both d- and q-axes have similar trends, they il-
lustrate different saturation effects. The d-axis flux linkageψd

s
saturates gradually in the higher current region after reaching
the magnetic limit of the rotor laminations (e.g., iron steels).
On the other hand, the q-axis flux linkage ψq

s saturates im-
mediately in the lower current range, because the iron bridges
located at the end of the flux barriers saturate easily; then it
increases almost linearly with the current. To illustrate the typ-
ical cross-coupling saturation effects of RSMs,ψd

s over iqs and
ψ

q
s over ids [ , , ] for different self-axis currents

are plotted in Fig. 2(e) and 2(f), respectively. Obviously, both
flux linkages are influenced by their respective cross-coupling
currents. Compared to ψq

s , ψd
s is affected less by iqs due to the

higher permeability in the d-axis flux path.

2) IPMSM
According to the rotor structure of IPMSMs shown in
Fig. 1(b), the symmetry relation as in (6) only holds with
respect to iqs . Due to the existence of PM materials in the
d-axis, the flux linkage surfaces saturate asymmetrically with
respect to the d-axis current. In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), the real flux
linkage maps (again in p.u.) of a 3.4 kW IPMSM are shown.

Its saturated self-axis flux linkages [ , , ] are
shown in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d). ψd

s is the sum of stator current

flux linkage ψ̄
dq
s (idq

s ) and PM flux linkage ψdq
pm (recall (2)).

For positive ids , it saturates gradually; in contrast, ψd
s for nega-

tive ids (e.g. during field weakening), decreases almost linearly.
On the other hand, ψq

s possesses a similar saturation effect as
ψd

s of RSMs because the flux paths are similar. Fig. 3(e) and
3(f) illustrate the cross-coupling saturation effects [ , ,

]. Additionally, ψd
s over iqs for negative ids is shown in

Fig. 4, where different trends of the cross-coupling effects for
positive and negative ids can be observed in contrast to those
for RSMs as was illustrated in Fig. 3(e). The symmetry in (6)
of ψd

s with respect to iqs is clearly confirmed in Fig. 3(e) and
4; meanwhile, the asymmetry of ψq

s with respect to ids can be
observed in Fig. 3(f). Furthermore, by comparing Fig. 4 with
Fig. 3(e) and the left part in Fig. 3(f) with the right, it can be
seen that both ψd

s and ψq
s with negative ids are less affected by

cross-coupling saturation effects.
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FIGURE 2. Flux linkage characteristics of a 9.6 kW RSM: (a) real d-axis flux linkage map ψd
s (id

s , iq
s ); (b) real q-axis flux linkage map ψq

s (id
s , iq

s ); (c) real and
approximated self-axis d-axis flux linkages ψd

s (id
s , Iq

s ) and xxψd
s (id

s , Iq
s ) for different cross-coupling currents iq

s = Iq
s ; (d)real and approximated self-axis q-axis

flux linkages ψq
s (Id

s , iq
s ) and xxψ

q
s (Id

s , iq
s ) for different cross-coupling currents id

s = Id
s ; (e) real and approximated cross-coupling d-axis flux linkages ψd

s (Id
s , iq

s )
and xxψd

s (Id
s , iq

s ) for different self-axis currents id
s = Id

s ; (f) real and approximated cross-coupling q-axis flux linkages ψq
s (id

s , Iq
s ) and xxψ

q
s (id

s , Iq
s ) for different

self-axis currents iq
s = Iq

s (where ψd
s and ψq

s [ , , ] represent the real flux linkages, and xxψd
s and xxψ

q
s [ , , ] represent their

approximations as introduced in Section III).

3) KEY OBSERVATIONS FOR PROTOTYPE FUNCTION DESIGN
From Fig. 2 (RSM) and Fig. 3 (IPMSM) several key and
generic observations can be made. Even though different sta-
tor and rotor designs of RSMs and IPMSMs will result in
different flux linkages, their shapes will be very similar. These
similarities are in particularly apparent in the saturation trends
in both self-axis and cross-coupling direction. Therefore,
instead of fitting polynomials leading to several redun-
dant parameters, designing physically motivated prototype

functions to approximate and reflect these key observations
is very meaningful.

To describe the self-axis saturation effects of the flux
linkages, the sum of a hyperbolic function and a straight line,
i.e.

ψ
d/q
s,self ∝ tanh(id/qs ) + id/qs ,

seems very well suited for RSMs as shown in Fig. 2(c) and
2(d) and also for IPMSMs as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d);
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FIGURE 3. Flux linkage characteristics of a 3.4 kW IPMSM: (a) real d-axis flux linkage map ψd
s (id

s , iq
s ); (b) real q-axis flux linkage map ψq

s (id
s , iq

s ); (c) real
and approximated self-axis d-axis flux linkages ψd

s (id
s , Iq

s ) and xxψd
s (id

s , Iq
s ) for different cross-coupling currents iq

s = Iq
s ; (d) real and approximated self-axis

q-axis flux linkages ψq
s (Id

s , iq
s ) and xxψ

q
s (Id

s , iq
s ) for different cross-coupling currents id

s = Id
s ; (e) real and approximated cross-coupling d-axis flux linkages

ψd
s (Id

s , iq
s ) and xxψd

s (Id
s , iq

s ) for different self-axis currents id
s = Id

s ; (f) real and approximated cross-coupling q-axis flux linkages ψq
s (id

s , Iq
s ) and xxψ

q
s (id

s , Iq
s ) for

different self-axis currents iq
s = Iq

s (where ψd
s and ψq

s [ , , ] represent the real flux linkages, and xxψd
s and xxψ

q
s [ , , ] represent their

approximations as introduced in Section V).

whereas to approximate the cross-coupling saturation effects,
a (shifted) bell-shaped or Gaussian-like function, i.e.

ψd/q
s,cross ∝ − ln

(
cosh(id/qs )

)
or ψd/q

s,cross ∝ exp
(
−(id/qs )2

)
,

seems appropriate as illustrated in Fig. 2(e) & 2(f) for RSMs
and in Fig. 3(e) & 4 for IPMSMs, respectively.

C. CROSS-COUPLING INDUCTANCE
By obeying the energy conservation rule, the well-known reci-
procity relation is established, which means that mutual (dif-
ferential) inductances must equal for two coupled inductors.
Provided that losses are modeled separately, the reciprocity
property holds true still in nonlinear synchronous machines
(such as RSMs and IPMSMs) [21], i.e.,

Ldq
s (idq

s ) = Lqd
s (idq

s ) for all idq
s . (7)
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FIGURE 4. IPMSM cross-coupling d-axis flux linkages ψd
s (Id

s , iq
s ) and

xxψd
s (Id

s , iq
s ) for different self-axis currents id

s = Id
s < 0 (where ψd

s [ ,
, ] represents the real flux linkage and xxψd

s [ , , ]
represents its approximation as introduced in Section V).

FIGURE 5. Contour plots of cross-coupling differential inductances: (a)
L

dq
s (L) of RSM (in p.u.); (b) Ldq

s (L) of IPMSM (in p.u.).

To illustrate the characteristic of the differential cross-
coupling inductances, the contour plot

Ldq
s (L) := {idq

s ∈ R2 | Ldq
s (idq

s ) = Lqd
s (idq

s )
!= L}

of RSM and IPMSM, where Ldq
s = Lqd

s = L holds with some
given value L ∈ R, are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), respec-
tively. All contour plots Ldq

s (L) are presented as p.u. plots
as well, i.e. Ldq

s (L)/Ldq
s,max (in H/H). One can observe the

following common characteristics for both machines:
1) Ldq

s = Lqd
s = L > 0 are always positive in the upper-left

and lower-right region (2nd and 4th quadrant) of the
zero locus with L = 0 of the contour plot Ldq

s (0) (see
green line).

2) Ldq
s = Lqd

s = L < 0 are always negative in the upper-
right and lower-left region (1st and 3rd quadrant) of
Ldq

s (0).
Analyzing the zero locus Ldq

s (0) with Ldq
s = Lqd

s = 0 (see
Figs. 5, 6 and 10) yields the following observations:

1) The zero locus Ldq
s (0) exhibits an intersection at idq

s =
(0, 0)�.

2) The zero locus Ldq
s (0) separates the contour plots

Ldq
s (L) for positive and negative L.

3) On the zero locus Ldq
s (0), ψd

s does not change along iqs
and ψq

s does not change along ids , respectively.
In Fig. 5(a), the zero locus Ldq

s (0) of the RSM is located
on the axes where iqs = 0 and ids = 0, since the flux linkages
of the RSM are symmetric with respect to these axes (recall
(5) and (6)). Moreover, every two adjacent quadrants have
opposite signs but identical absolute values in their inductance
values.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the zero locus
Ldq

s (0) of the IPMSM passes through the iqs = 0-axis but not
through the ids = 0-axis. In vertical direction parallel to the
iqs -axis, it is curved and converges asymptotically to a vertical
line at ids ≈ −0.53p.u. (not shown). Moreover, it is symmetric
with respect to the ids = 0-axis in the second and third quad-
rant. In conclusion, for (I)PMSMs, due to the existence of
the PM, the vertical branch of the zero locus Ldq

s (0) moves
from ids = 0 (as for RSMs) to a constant negative ids value
(ids ≈ −0.53p.u. for the considered IPMSM).

III. RSM FLUX LINKAGE PROTOTYPE FUNCTION I
Now, the analytical flux linkage prototype functions of RSMs
are derived. Afterwards, the fitting procedure is discussed in
order to find a proper parametrization of the proposed proto-
type functions.

A. ANALYTICAL PROTOTYPE FUNCTION
As electrical machines are conservative systems, the energy
during magnetization is not dissipated (if iron losses are ne-
glected). The variation of coenergy �Wc(ids , iqs ) in both axes
due to the cross-coupling saturation effect must equal [2].
Hence, the RSM flux linkages can be approximated by the
following analytical prototype functions

ψ̂d
s (ids , iqs ) = ψ̂d

s,self(i
d
s ) − ψ̂d

s,cross(ids , iqs ) (8)

and

ψ̂q
s (ids , iqs ) = ψ̂

q
s,self(i

q
s ) − ψ̂q

s,cross(ids , iqs ), (9)

where ψ̂d
s,self(i

d
s ) & ψ̂

q
s,self(i

q
s ) and ψ̂d

s,cross(ids , iqs ) &

ψ̂
q
s,cross(ids , iqs ) represent self-axis and cross-coupling

saturation terms, respectively. The overall flux linkages
are obtained by subtracting the cross-coupling saturation
terms from the self-axis saturation terms. The cross-coupling
saturation terms can be modeled by the multiplication of two
functions depending on only one current each, i.e.

ψ̂d
s,cross(ids , iqs ) = F ′(ids )G(iqs ) (10)

and

ψ̂q
s,cross(ids , iqs ) = F (ids )G′(iqs ), (11)

where F ′(ids ) := d
dids

F (ids ) and G′(iqs ) := d
diqs

G(iqs ) denote the

respective derivatives of the functions F (ids ) and G(iqs ). With
the definitions in (8), (9), (10) and (11), an identical coenergy
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variation in both axes can be imposed resulting in

�Wc(ids , iqs ) =
∫ (

ψ̂d
s,self(i

d
s ) − ψ̂d

s (ids , iqs )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ψ̂d

s,cross(ids ,i
q
s )=F ′(ids )G(iqs )

)
dids

=
∫ (

ψ̂
q
s,self(i

q
s ) − ψ̂q

s (ids , iqs )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ψ̂q

s,cross(ids ,i
q
s )=F (ids )G′(iqs )

)
diqs = F (ids )G(iqs ). (12)

Obviously, the reciprocity property is assured by the inherent
structure of the chosen analytical functions, i.e., the partial
derivatives of (8) and (9) with respect to the cross-coupling
currents which must equal, i.e.

d
diqs
ψ̂d

s (ids , iqs ) = d
dids
ψ̂q

s (ids , iqs ) = −F ′(ids )G′(iqs ).

The RSM self-axis flux linkages in both axes for two con-
stant cross currents are shown in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) to illustrate
the self-axis saturation characteristics. The self-axis saturation
prototype (similarly designed as in [19]) employs a hyperbolic
tangent function and a linear function to mimic the saturation
effect in a single axis, which means that the flux linkages
only dependent on one current (self-axis current). In view of
Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) [ ], the d- and q-axis self-axis saturation
terms for zero cross-coupling current are defined as follows

ψ̂d
s,self(i

d
s ) := ψ̂d

s (ids , iqs =0) := ad1 tanh (ad2ids ) + ad3ids
(13)

and

ψ̂
q
s,self(i

q
s ) := ψ̂q

s (ids =0, iqs ) := aq1 tanh (aq2iqs ) + aq3iqs ,
(14)

where ad1, ad2 and aq1, aq2 affect mainly the smooth transi-
tion before the linear region, and ad3 and aq3 describe the
slope of the linear part of the prototype functions.

Afterwards, the cross-coupling saturation terms must be
found. According to the required current range of the flux
maps, maximum cross-coupling current constants Id1 and Iq1

can be selected. By evaluating (8) and (9) at these maximum
cross-coupling currents, the prototype functions simplify to

ψ̂d
s (ids , iqs = Iq1) = ψ̂d

s,self(i
d
s ) − F ′(ids )G(Iq1) (15)

and

ψ̂q
s (ids = Id1, iqs ) = ψ̂

q
s,self(i

q
s ) − F (Id1)G′(iqs ), (16)

which can be expressed with the self-axis saturation terms
evaluated at Id1 and Iq1 (as shown in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) [ ]),
respectively, as

ψ̂d
s1(ids ) := ψ̂d

s (ids , iqs = Iq1) := ad4 tanh (ad5ids ) + ad6ids (17)

and

ψ̂
q
s1(iqs ) := ψ̂q

s (ids = Id1, iqs ) := aq4 tanh (aq5iqs ) + aq6iqs ,
(18)

where ad4, ad5, ad6 and aq4, aq5, aq6 have similar effects as
the parameters defined in (13) and (14). Then, ψ̂d

s (ids , iqs =
Iq1) and ψ̂q

s (ids = Id1, iqs ) in (15) and (16) can be replaced by

ψ̂d
s1(ids ) and ψ̂q

s1(iqs ) from (17) and (18), respectively. Subse-
quently, the cross-coupling saturation terms G(Iq1)F ′(ids ) and
F (Id1)G′(iqs ) in (15) and (16) can be obtained by computing
the differences ψ̂d

s,self(i
d
s ) − ψ̂d

s1(ids ) and ψ̂q
s,self(i

q
s ) − ψ̂

q
s1(iqs )

as follows

G(Iq1)F ′(ids ) = ad1 tanh (ad2ids ) + ad3ids

− ad4 tanh (ad5ids ) − ad6ids (19)

and

F (Id1)G′(iqs ) = aq1 tanh (aq2iqs ) + aq3iqs

− aq4 tanh (aq5iqs ) − aq6iqs , (20)

respectively. Integration of both equations yields

G(Iq1)F (ids ) = 1

2
(ad3 − ad6)(ids )2

+ ad1

ad2
ln

(
cosh(ad2ids )

)
− ad4

ad5
ln

(
cosh(ad5ids )

)
(21)

and

F (Id1)G(iqs ) = 1

2
(aq3 − aq6)(iqs )2

+ aq1

aq2
ln

(
cosh(aq2iqs )

)
− aq4

aq5
ln

(
cosh(aq5iqs )

)
,

(22)

which clearly gives continuously differentiable functions.
Until now, all parts of the prototype functions are found.

The cross-saturation terms F ′(ids )G(iqs ) and F (ids )G′(iqs ) can
be acquired by multiplying (19) and (22), and (20) and (21),
respectively. The entire RSM flux linkage prototype functions
as in (8) and (9) are finally given by

ψ̂d
s (ids , iqs ) = ψ̂d

s,self(i
d
s )

− 1

F (Id1)G(Iq1)

(
G(Iq1)F ′(ids )

) (
F (Id1)G(iqs )

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(10)= ψ̂d
s,cross(ids ,i

q
s )

(23)

and

ψ̂q
s (ids , iqs ) = ψ̂

q
s,self(i

q
s )

− 1

F (Id1)G(Iq1)

(
G(Iq1)F (ids )

) (
F (Id1)G′(iqs )

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(11)= ψ̂
q
s,cross(ids ,i

q
s )

. (24)

In the explicit form of the prototype functions, it can be con-
cluded that F (ids ) and G(iqs ) (derived in (21) and (22)) describe
how the cross-coupling currents affect the flux linkage values;
whereas F ′(ids ) and G′(iqs ) (derived in (19) and (20)) control
the extent of the cross-coupling saturation effect under differ-
ent current levels and allow to specify the “opening width”
of the bell-shaped functions F (ids ) and G(iqs ) as is illustrated
in Fig. 2(e) and 2(f). Note that all equations from (19) to
(22) depend on F (Id1) and/or G(Iq1). However, the product
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F (Id1)G(Iq1) in (23) and (24) can be eliminated after a suc-
cessful fitting process.

B. FITTING PROCEDURE
A fitting procedure is presented which allows to find proper
(optimal) parameters of the proposed analytical flux linkage
prototype function. First, in total four functions – the self sat-
urated terms ψ̂d

s,self(i
d
s ), ψ̂q

s,self(i
q
s ) without the cross saturation

effect and the terms ψ̂d
s1(ids ), ψ̂q

s1(iqs ) with the cross saturation
effect – must be fitted.

To do so, the MATLAB nonlinear regression function
nlinfit with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) [22]
is adopted for finding proper parameters ad1, . . . , ad6 and
aq1, . . . , aq6 in (13), (14), (17) and (18). The optimal fitting
parameters of the prototype functions are found by minimiz-
ing the following four nonlinear least square problems

min
ad1,ad2,ad3

m∑
j=1

[
ψd

s (ids, j, 0) − ψ̂d
s,self(i

d
s, j, ad1, ad2, ad3)

]2

(25)

min
aq1,aq2,aq3

n∑
k=1

[
ψq

s (0, iqs,k ) − ψ̂
q
s,self(i

q
s,k, aq1, aq2, aq3)

]2

(26)

min
ad4,ad5,ad6

m∑
j=1

[
ψd

s (ids, j, Iq1) − ψ̂d
s1(ids, j, ad4, ad5, ad6)

]2

(27)

min
aq4,aq5,aq6

n∑
k=1

[
ψq

s (Id1, iqs,k ) − ψ̂
q
s1(iqs,k, aq4, aq5, aq6)

]2

(28)

where ids, j, iqs,k are the j-th and k-th current data points of

the real flux linkage values ψd
s and ψq

s which are used as
reference. After finding these 12 parameters, also the value of
coenergy variation �Wc(Id1, Iq1) can be found which finally
allows to approximate the real flux linkages by the analytical
and (now) parametrized flux linkage prototype functions (8)
and (9).

C. APPROXIMATION RESULTS
The first analytical flux linkage prototype function in (8) and
(9) obey the energy conservation rule and now are used to
mimic the magnetic nonlinearity of an RSM. The real flux
maps of a custom-built highly nonlinear 9.6 kW RSM (Cour-
tesy of Prof. Maarten Kamper, Stellenbosch University, ZA)
are employed as reference. Its parameters are collected in
Table 2 in the appendix. The real flux linkage values of the
RSM are used to fit the flux linkage prototypes (8) and (9)
by obtaining an optimal parameter set for ad1, . . . , ad6 and
aq1, . . . , aq6. The fitted parameters are provided in Table 3
in the appendix. Maximal cross-coupling current constants
Id1 = Iq1 = 1p.u. are selected. Ideally, the coenergy variations
at the maximum currents, i.e. �Wc(Id1, Iq1) = F (Id1)G(Iq1),

FIGURE 6. Approximation results of the proposed analytical flux linkage
prototype functions (8) and (9): (a) fitted d-axis flux linkage xxψd

s ; (b) fitted
q-axis flux linkage xxψ

q
s ; zero locus L

dq
s (L=0) [ ] is indicated.

must be equal in both axes due to the energy conservation rule
as shown in (12). However, after fitting, G(Iq1)F (Id1) = 4.35
and F (Id1)G(Iq1) = 4.29 are obtained which slightly differ,
although according to (21) and (22) both should equal. So
their average value is used in the following. In practice, the
small difference may result from numerical inaccuracies in
the experimental data and the flux linkage interpolation. Nev-
ertheless, this small difference is still acceptable for the design
of the flux linkage prototype functions as will be shown in the
following. Due to the symmetry of the flux linkages and the
designed prototype functions, only the flux linkage samples
in the first quadrant are needed for parameter fitting. The
analytical prototype function directly allows to extended the
approximation results to the whole operation range including
all four quadrants.

The fitted d-axis flux linkage ψ̂d
s and q-axis flux linkage ψ̂q

s
are shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. ψ̂d

s and ψ̂q
s are

shown in the p.u. system again, i.e. ψ̂d/q
s /ψ

d/q
s,max (in Wb/Wb).

It can be seen that both flux maps possess continuously dif-
ferentiable surfaces. Moreover, (very) good approximation re-
sults [ , , ] of the designed self-axis prototype func-
tions (13), (14), (17) and (18) are confirmed in Fig. 2(c) and
2(d). On the other hand, under different conditions, Fig. 2(e)
and 2(f) illustrate the capability of the proposed prototype
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FIGURE 7. Approximation errors of the proposed analytical flux linkage
prototype functions (8) and (9) compared to the real flux linkage maps: (a)
normalized d-axis error εd

s ; (b) normalized q-axis error εq
s .

functions to model the cross saturation effects and to obey the
reciprocity property (7).

To quantify the approximation (fitting) accuracy, the nor-
malized approximation error

εd/q
s := |ψd/q

s − ψ̂
d/q
s |

ψ
d/q
s,max

· 100% (29)

is introduced, where ψ̂d
s and ψ̂

q
s are the estimated flux

linkages, ψd
s and ψq

s are the real flux linkages and ψd
s,max

and ψ
q
s,max are the maximum real values of the d- and q-

components. Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) show the normalized errors εd
s

and εq
s , respectively. The error plots indicate a fitting accuracy

of at least 96.5% in the whole current range; therefore, the
nonlinear flux linkages of the considered RSM are properly
approximated by the proposed flux linkage prototype func-
tions (8) and (9).

In Fig. 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), the differential inductances Ld
s ,

Lq
s and Ldq

s (again in p.u.), computed by numerical differ-
entiation of the real flux linkages, are shown. The approx-

imated differential inductances L̂d
s = ∂ψ̂d

s (idq
s )

∂ids
, L̂q

s = ∂ψ̂
q
s (idq

s )
∂iqs

and L̂dq
s = ∂ψ̂d

s (idq
s )

∂iqs
= ∂ψ̂

q
s (idq

s )
∂ids

, derived by analytical differen-

tiation of the flux linkage prototype functions in (8) and (9),
are shown in Fig. 9(d), 9(e) and 9(f), respectively. Due to the

continuous differentiability of the prototype functions, well-
fitted and continuous inductances are obtained which might be
used for nonlinear/adaptive current controllers [4] or optimal
feedforward torque control [5].

In conclusion, the simple fitting procedure presented here
results in good approximation results while solely the four
self-axis functions, i.e., (25)–(28), were fitted separately in-
stead of the entire flux linkage surfaces. Nevertheless, the
prototype functions (8) and (9) incorporate the more compli-
cated integrated parts in (21) and (22). As a consequence, an
additional fitting step, which makes use of a fitting procedure
covering the whole flux linkage maps at once seems promising
but requires a relatively long convergence time and might lead
to even worse fitting results (at certain current pairs). These
two bottlenecks are further studied and overcome in the next
sections.

IV. RSM FLUX LINKAGE PROTOTYPE FUNCTION II
The proposed RSM prototype function I is rather static and
lacks flexibility for extension and application to other ma-
chines. Therefore, in this section, from the gained knowledge,
another improved RSM flux linkage prototype function is
presented.

A. ANALYTICAL PROTOTYPE FUNCTION
To easily refer to the modified RSM model in the following
derivation, the identical structures of the flux linkage proto-
types as in (8) and (9) are reused, i.e.

ψ̂d
s (ids , iqs ) = ψ̂d

s,self(i
d
s ) − ψ̂d

s,cross(ids , iqs ) (30)

and

ψ̂q
s (ids , iqs ) = ψ̂

q
s,self(i

q
s ) − ψ̂q

s,cross(ids , iqs ), (31)

where ψ̂d
s,cross and ψ̂q

s,cross again represent cross-coupling sat-
uration terms but now are modified to the following more
general form

ψ̂d
s,cross(ids , iqs ) = k1F ′

1 (ids )G1(iqs ) + · · · + knF ′
n (ids )Gn(iqs )

(32)
and

ψ̂q
s,cross(ids , iqs ) = k1F1(ids )G′

1(iqs ) + · · · + knFn(ids )G′
n(iqs )

(33)
where k1, . . . , kn are cross-coupling saturation constants,
F1, . . . ,Fn and G1, . . . ,Gn describe the cross-coupling sat-
uration effects and F ′

1, . . . ,F ′
n and G′

1, . . . ,G′
n control the

impact of the cross-coupling saturation effect for different
current levels on the prototype function. The number n of
cross-coupling saturation terms in (32) and (33) may be cho-
sen arbitrarily to meet given accuracy requirements. With ad-
equately chosen prototype terms, n = 3 or n = 4 usually give
satisfactory fitting accuracies.

The self-axis saturation terms ψ̂d
s,self and ψ̂q

s,self as intro-
duced in (13) and (14) will be adopted again. The design of
ψ̂d

s,cross and ψ̂q
s,cross is the main task now. A Gaussian func-

tion, which possesses a symmetric and bell-shaped curve, is
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a good candidate for describing the cross-coupling saturation
effect (recall Fig. 2(e) and 2(f)). Hence a modified Gaussian
function, which is negative and shifted upward, is used here,
so the flux linkages can decrease gradually from the origin
due to the increase of the cross-coupling current. In order to
obtain a better fitting performance, n = 4 is chosen; resulting
four modified Gaussian functions and cross-coupling satura-
tion terms F1(ids ), . . . ,F4(ids ) and G1(iqs ), . . . ,G4(iqs ), which
describe how ids affectsψq

s and how iqs affectsψd
s , respectively,

are chosen as

F1(ids ) = 1 − e−(
ad4 ids

)2

, . . . ,F4(ids ) = 1 − e−(
ad7 ids

)2

(34)

and

G1(iqs ) = 1 − e−(aq4iqs )2
, . . . ,G4(iqs ) = 1 − e−(aq7iqs )2

, (35)

where ad4, ad5, ad6, ad7 and aq4, aq5, aq6, aq7 control the
widths of the corresponding Gaussian functions. The deriva-
tives of (34) and (35) are given by

F ′
1 (ids ) = 2a2

d4ids e−(ad4ids )2
, . . . ,F ′

4 (ids ) = 2a2
d7ids e−(ad7ids )2

(36)
and

G′
1(iqs ) = 2a2

q4iqs e−(aq4iqs )2
, . . . ,G′

4(iqs ) = 2a2
q7iqs e−(aq7iqs )2

.

(37)
Note that the extent of the cross-coupling saturation effect
clearly varies for different self- and cross-coupling currents
due to products of F ′

i (ids )Gi(i
q
s ) and Fi(ids )G′

i(i
q
s ) in (32) and

(33), respectively.

B. FITTING PROCEDURE
For the more generic RSM flux linkage prototype function II,
a modified fitting procedure must be applied. As the self-axis
saturation terms ψ̂d

s,self and ψ̂q
s,self introduced in (13) and (14)

are used again, also the fitting procedure to find the parameters
ad1, ad2, ad3 and aq1, aq2, aq3 can be reused by solving (25)
and (26). Afterwards, the parameters taking into account the
cross-coupling saturation effect in ψ̂d

s,cross and ψ̂q
s,cross must

be found. The flux linkage curves which contain dominant
cross-coupling saturation effects must be extracted as refer-
ences by subtracting the real flux linkages from the fitted
self-axis saturation curves. The two d- and q-axis flux linkage
terms must be fitted at the same time by solving the following
minimization problem

min
adq

m∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

[
ψd

s,cross(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂d
s,cross(ids, j, iqs,k, ared

dq )
]2

+
[
ψq

s,cross(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂q
s,cross(ids, j, iqs,k, ared

dq )
]2

(38)
where ψd

s,cross & ψ
q
s,cross are the real cross-coupling saturation

flux linkage terms and

ared
dq = (ad4, ad5, ad6, ad7, aq4, aq5, aq6, aq7, k1, k2, k3, k4)�

collects the reduced number of fitting parameters as in (32)
and (33).

FIGURE 8. Approximation errors of the proposed analytical flux linkage
prototype functions (30) and (31) compared to the real flux maps: (a)
normalized d-axis error εd

s ; (b) normalized q-axis error εq
s .

In order to compensate for the induced errors by the previ-
ous separated fitting procedure and to achieve a better fitting
accuracy, the already fitted parameters in ared

dq are used as
initial values (guesses) for another fitting iteration where self-
and cross-coupling terms in (30) and (31) are fitted at once to
find the remaining and the (globally) optimal parameters. The
use of the initial values effectively shortens the convergence
time of fitting procedure. The overall minimization problem
now is as follows

min
adq

m∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

[
ψd

s (ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂d
s (ids, j, iqs,k, adq)

]2

+
[
ψq

s (ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂q
s (ids, j, iqs,k, adq)

]2
(39)

where

adq = (ad1, . . . , ad7, aq1, . . . , aq7, k1, k2, k3, k4)�

incorporates now all fitting parameters of the flux linkage
prototype functions proposed in (30) and (31).

C. APPROXIMATION RESULTS
The real RSM introduced in the last section is reused to
evaluate the second RSM flux linkage prototype function.
The fitted parameters are listed in Table 3 in the appendix.
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FIGURE 9. Differential inductances of the considered RSM: (a) real d-axis differential inductance Ld
s ; (b) real q-axis differential inductance Lq

s ; (c) real
cross-coupling differential inductance Ldq

s ; (d) approximated d-axis differential inductance ̂Ld
s derived from (8) and (9); (e) approximated q-axis

differential inductance ̂Lq
s derived from (8) and (9); (f) approximated cross-coupling differential inductance ̂Ldq

s derived from (8) and (9); (g) approximated
d-axis differential inductance ̂Ld

s derived from (30) and (31); (h) approximated q-axis differential inductance ̂Lq
s derived from (30) and (31); (i)

approximated cross-coupling differential inductance ̂Ldq
s derived from (30) and (31).

As the fitting results are similar to the results obtained by
the RSM flux linkage prototype function I, the approximated
flux linkage maps using (30) and (31) are not plotted again.
The normalized errors εd

s and εq
s are shown in Fig. 8(a) and

8(b), respectively. Again good fitting accuracies were feasi-
ble. In comparison to the RSM prototype function I, both εd

s
and εq

s of the RSM prototype function II were reduced sig-
nificantly. The cross-coupling saturation effects are approxi-
mated in a much better fashion by the four modified Gaussian
functions in (32) and (33). Some error peaks remain but are
acceptable.

Besides the flux linkages, in Fig. 9(g), 9(h) and 9(i), the
approximated differential inductances L̂d

s , L̂q
s and L̂dq

s , derived
by analytical differentiation of the fitted prototype functions
in (30) and (31), are shown. Due to the generic nature of
the chosen prototype functions and the overall fitting process,
the differential inductances derived from the RSM prototype
function II can represent the peak-like changes of the real
differential inductances better than those from the RSM pro-
totype function I. Without any additional design of separate
inductance prototype functions, the partial derivatives of the
proposed flux linkage prototype functions directly allow to

compute analytical approximations of the differential induc-
tances with quite high accuracy.

In conclusion, both proposed flux linkage approximations
can present well the severe magnetic nonlinearity of RSMs,
but they can be applied differently because of the different
characteristics. RSM flux model I has a simple process in-
troducing the energy conservation rule, which holds only the
simple prototype functions. On the other hand, RSM flux
model II possesses a more flexible prototype function struc-
ture, which still follows the reciprocity theorem. By consisting
of not only the reused self-axis functions but also the modified
Gaussian functions, the cross-saturation effect of RSMs over
the whole operation range can be modeled adequately.

V. IPMSM FLUX LINKAGE PROTOTYPE FUNCTION
Now, analytical flux linkage prototype functions for IPMSMs
are presented. Due to the existence of the PM flux linkage, an
offset is introduced and the asymmetry of the flux linkages in-
creases, which make the development of analytical prototype
functions for the whole operation range more difficult. The
developed RSM model II is adopted but further modified to
accommodate the IPMSMs difficulties.
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A. ANALYTICAL PROTOTYPE FUNCTION
In [23], the same approach presented with the RSM model I
has been applied to PM-assisted RSM (PMaRSM). It is stated
that the flux linkages must be modeled separately into two
parts when the d-axis (aligned to PM flux) current is positive
or negative. Compared to PMaRSMs, IPMSMs have higher
PM flux linkage values. Its cross-coupling flux linkage curves
change throughout the whole current domain, especially when
ids is negative. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the part of the zero locus
Ldq

s (L=0) parallel to the vertical q-axis converges gradually
to a constant negative ids -value of −0.53p.u. This prevents the
RSM model I from being applicable for IPMSMs, because a
rectangular region must be defined for deriving the varying
coenergy values. Therefore, for IPMSMs, the flux linkage
surfaces must be divided into at least four regions and for each
region separate prototype functions must be derived, which is
complicated and impractical.

The RSM flux model II possesses a greater flexibility;
therefore, it is chosen and extended for IPMSMs in the follow-
ing. As shown in Fig. 5(b), different saturation effects on the
left and right sides of the vertical zero locus Ldq

s (L=0) can
be observed. The values of the differential inductance Ldq

s on
the left side are smaller than those on the right side. Thus, due
to this “twisted” characteristic of the zero locus Ldq

s (L=0)
and different saturation extents between both sides, the flux
linkage surfaces of IPMSMs are cut along the vertical (d-)
direction of the zero locus Ldq

s (L=0) into two parts only and
modeled separately (see regions 1 & 2 in Fig. 10).

In the first region (reg1), i.e. Region 1 in Fig. 10, which
is located in the right part of the zero locus Ldq

s (L=0), the
IPMSM flux linkages can be approximated by

ψ̂d
s,reg1(ids , iqs ) = ψ̂d

s,self1(ids ) − ψ̂d
s,cross1(ids , iqs ) (40)

and

ψ̂
q
s,reg1(ids , iqs ) = ψ̂

q
s,self1(iqs ) − ψ̂

q
s,cross1(ids , iqs ), (41)

where ψ̂d
s,self1& ψ̂

q
s,self1 and ψ̂d

s,cross1 & ψ̂
q
s,cross1 are the self-

axis and cross-coupling saturation terms in the first region.
Note that the prototype subfunctions ψ̂d

s,cross1 and ψ̂
q
s,cross1

have a similar structure as those defined in (32) and (33).
The IPMSM self-axis flux linkage curves for both axes are

shown in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d). Their similarity in the saturation
trends with those of RSMs is obvious and motivates for the
reuse and adaption of the RSM prototype functions. For

ψ̂d
s,self1(ids ) = ad1 tanh

(
ad2(ids − ad3)

)
(42)

the linear function in (13) is replaced by a horizontal shift by
ad3 in the hyperbolic tangent function to take additionally the
PM flux linkage (offset) into account. For

ψ̂
q
s,self1(iqs ) = aq1 tanh (aq2iqs ) + aq3iqs , (43)

which means ψ̂q
s (ids = Izl, iqs ), where Izl changes along the

zero locus Ldq
s (L=0) (recall Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 10). (14) can

be reused directly due to the symmetric rotor structure along
the q-axis.

For the IPMSM cross-saturation effects, as shown in
Fig. 3(e), 3(f) and 4, the modified Gaussian function proto-
types in (34) and (35) can be reused as well. However, the
maximum or minimum values of ψq

s over ids occur at negative
ids -values and move gradually to constant asymptote, which
can be seen in Fig. 3(f) and Fig. 5(b). Therefore, in ψ̂q

s,cross1,

F1, . . . ,Fn describe how ids affectsψq
s and must be shifted hor-

izontally along the d-axis. Due to less nonlinearities compared
to RSMs, the cross-coupling prototype functions can be built
with n = 2 and are given by

F1(ids ) = 1 − e−(
ad4(ids −ad5)

)2

,F2(ids ) = 1 − e−(
ad6(ids −ad7)

)2

(44)
and

G1(iqs ) = 1 − e−(aq4iqs )2
,G2(iqs ) = 1 − e−(aq5iqs )2

, (45)

where ad5 and ad7 shift the functions horizontally and the
other parameters affect the cross-coupling saturation. The dif-
ferential terms F ′

1,F ′
2 and G′

1,G′
2 can be easily derived.

In the second region (reg2), i.e. Region 2 in Fig. 10, which
is located in the left part of the zero locus Ldq

s (L = 0), the
flux linkages can be modeled by

ψ̂d
s,reg2(ids , iqs ) = ψ̂d

s,self2(ids ) − ψ̂d
s,cross2(ids , iqs ) (46)

ψ̂
q
s,reg2(ids , iqs ) = ψ̂

q
s,self1(iqs ) − ψ̂

q
s,cross2(ids , iqs ) (47)

which are composed of self-axis ψ̂d
s,self2 & ψ̂

q
s,self1 and cross-

coupling saturation ψ̂d
s,cross2 & ψ̂

q
s,cross2 terms. Both, ψ̂d

s,cross2

and ψ̂q
s,cross2 possess the identical structure as those in (32)

and (33).
Due to the shared contour lines along the zero locus

Ldq
s (L=0), ψ̂q

s,self1 from the first region can be reused in (47).

In contrast to that, ψ̂d
s,self2 must be modeled separately in the

second region. Instead of shifting the function as in (42), an
offset is added in order to achieve a better fitting performance,
because ψd

s does only saturate slowly for negative ids (almost
linear behavior). Hence, it is approximated by

ψ̂d
s,self2(ids ) = ad8 tanh (ad9ids ) + ad10 (48)

where ad8 and ad9 represent the gradual saturation and allow
for a smooth transition between the saturated regions, and
ad10 represents the PM flux linkage offset in d-direction. By
following the same ideas as introduced in (44) and (45), the
cross-saturation terms (for n = 2) can be modeled as

F3(ids ) = 1 − e−(
ad11(ids −ad5)

)2

,F4(ids ) = 1 − e−(
ad12(ids −ad7)

)2

(49)
and

G3(iqs ) = 1 − e−(aq6iqs )2
,G4(iqs ) = 1 − e−(aq7iqs )2

(50)

where ad11, ad12 and aq6, aq7 control the opening widths of
the Gaussian functions. The horizontal shifts ad5 and ad7 in
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(44) are reused here, as the maximum or minimum cross-
coupling flux linkages occur always at the shared contour
lines between the first and second region. After computing
the derivative terms of (49) and (50), all the required proto-
type functions for the IPMSM flux linkage approximation are
found.

B. FITTING PROCEDURE
Due to the asymmetry of the IPMSM flux linkage surfaces,
its analytical prototype functions are modeled by two separate
parts. Therefore, the procedure, which is similar for the RSM
flux model II, is invoked and adjusted for the fitting process
of self- and cross-coupling saturation terms in both regions.
For the self-saturation terms in (42), (43) and (48), the corre-
sponding parameters must be found by solving the following
minimization problems

min
ad1,ad2,ad3

m∑
j=1

[
ψd

s (ids, j, 0) − ψ̂d
s,self1(ids, j, ad1, ad2, ad3)

]2
,

(51)

min
aq1,aq2,aq3

n∑
k=1

[
ψq

s (Izl, iqs,k ) − ψ̂
q
s,self1(iqs,k, aq1, aq2, aq3)

]2

(52)

and

min
ad8,ad9,ad10

m∑
j=1

[
ψd

s (ids, j, 0) − ψ̂d
s,self2(ids, j, ad8, ad9, ad10)

]2
.

(53)
Afterwards, the reference samples of the cross-coupling sat-
uration surfaces can be obtained according to (40), (41), (46)
and (47). For both regions, the cross-coupling saturation terms
with shared parameters can be fitted by minimizing

min
adq1

m∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

[
ψd

s,cross1(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂d
s,cross1(ids, j, iqs,k, adq1)

]2

+
[
ψ

q
s,cross1(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂

q
s,cross1(ids, j, iqs,k, adq1)

]2
(54)

and

min
adq2

m∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

[
ψd

s,cross2(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂d
s,cross2(ids, j, iqs,k, adq2)

]2

+
[
ψ

q
s,cross2(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂

q
s,cross2(ids, j, iqs,k, adq2)

]2
(55)

where ψd
s,cross1 & ψ

q
s,cross1 and ψd

s,cross2 & ψ
q
s,cross2 are the ref-

erences of cross-coupling flux surfaces in the first and second
region. The parameter vectors

adq1 = (ad4, ad5, ad6, ad7, aq4, aq5, k1, k2)�

and

adq2 = (ad5, ad7, ad11, ad12, aq6, aq7, k3, k4)�

comprise all fitting parameters of the cross-coupling satura-
tion terms.

With the obtained parameters above using as initial values,
the entire analytical functions in (40), (41), (46) and (47) are
fitted now at once in the final fitting step. Consequently, not
only the approximation errors due to the separate fitting in
the previous steps can be compensated for, but also the shared
parameters aq1, aq2, aq3 as in (43) and ad5, ad7 as in (44) and
(49) which are used in both regions can be fitted together
to achieve globally optimal values. The final IPMSM flux
linkage prototype function parameter set can be obtained by
minimizing the following optimization problem

min
adq

m∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

[
ψd

s,reg1(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂d
s,reg1(ids, j, iqs,k, adq)

]2

+
[
ψ

q
s,reg1(ids, j, iqs,k ) − ψ̂

q
s,reg1(ids, j, iqs,k, adq)

]2

+
x∑

f =1

y∑
h=1

[
ψd

s,reg2(ids, f , iqs,h) − ψ̂d
s,reg2(ids, f , iqs,h, adq)

]2

+
[
ψ

q
s,reg2(ids, f , iqs,h) − ψ̂

q
s,reg2(ids, f , iqs,h, adq)

]2
(56)

where ψd
s,reg1 & ψ

q
s,reg1 and ψd

s,reg2 & ψ
q
s,reg2 are the reference

flux linkages in the first and second region and (ids, j, iqs,k) are
the j-th and k-th current data points of the first region, and
(ids, f , iqs,h) are the f-th and h-th current data points of the second
region. The overall parameter vector

adq = (ad1, . . . , ad12, aq1, . . . , aq7, k1, . . . , k4)�

consists of 23 fitting parameters in total for d- and q-axis flux
linkage prototype functions.

C. APPROXIMATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the developed IPMSM flux linkage proto-
type functions, the real flux maps of a 3.4 kW IPMSM are
employed as reference. Its parameters are listed in Table 2
in the appendix. Its real flux linkages are used to fit the an-
alytical flux linkage prototype functions in (40), (41), (46)
and (47) and to obtain the optimal parameters ad1, . . . , ad12,
aq1, . . . , aq7 and k1, . . . , k4. These fitted parameters are col-
lected in Table 3 in the appendix. Due to the existence of a
permanent magnet, the IPMSM flux linkage maps are sepa-
rated into the two regions (Regions 1 & 2 in Fig. 10) of the
zero locus Ldq

s (L=0) and modeled separately.
The approximated IPMSM d-axis flux linkage ψ̂d

s and q-
axis flux linkage ψ̂q

s are shown in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), respec-
tively. Its smooth surfaces confirm continuity and differentia-
bility of the proposed prototype functions. Instead of showing
the surfaces of Regions 1 & 2 separately, they are merged
to form the entire flux linkage approximations ψ̂d

s and ψ̂q
s ,

respectively. The shared boundaries (contour lines) of the zero
locus Ldq

s (L=0) [ ] between first and second region are
shown. Furthermore, the approximated IPMSM flux linkages
[ , , ] plotted in Fig. 3(c), 3(d), 3(e) & 3(f) and Fig. 4
confirm the very good fitting accuracy of the self-axis and
cross-coupling saturation terms.
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FIGURE 10. Approximation results of the proposed analytical flux linkage
prototype functions (40), (41), (46) and (47): (a) fitted d-axis flux linkages
xxψd

s ; (b) fitted q-axis flux linkages xxψ
q
s ; zero locus L

dq
s (L=0) [ ] is

indicated.

The normalized errors εd
s and εq

s are shown in Fig. 11(a)
and 11(b), respectively. In both error plots, a very good fitting
accuracy with less than 2% approximation errors over the
whole current operation range is achieved. Therefore, the ef-
fectiveness of the developed analytical flux linkage prototype
functions for IPMSMs with proper separation is confirmed.

The differential inductances Ld
s , Lq

s , Ldq
s computed by the

real IPMSM flux linkages are presented in Fig. 12(a), 12(b)
and 12(c), respectively. In Fig. 12(d), 12(e) and 12(f), the
approximated differential inductances L̂d

s , L̂q
s and L̂dq

s , ob-
tained by analytical differentiation of the flux linkage pro-
totype functions in (40), (41), (46) and (47), are shown. For
L̂d

s , bumpy parts in the map near the shared boundary can
be seen due to the slight different values at the border of
the two regions. In general, with higher flux linkage approxi-
mation accuracy, the approximated differential inductances of
IPMSM match the real differential inductances much better
than those of the RSM approximation.

VI. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER
STATE-OF-THE-ART APPROXIMATION METHODS
This section discusses and compares important aspects of
prototype functions used in the literature in order to show the

FIGURE 11. Approximation errors of the proposed analytical flux linkage
prototype functions (40), (41), (46) and (47) compared to the real flux
maps: (a) normalized d-axis error εd

s ; (b) normalized q-axis error εq
s .

potential of the developed flux linkage prototype functions.
In Table 1, a comparison of key characteristics/properties of
different prototype functions is shown. The checkmark (�)
indicates that the characteristic/property is covered, whereas
the cross (×) indicates that the characteristic/property is not
covered in the respective publication.

1) Flux linkage maps: Current maps idq
s (ψdq

s ), which
use the flux linkages as state variables, are more
common [12], [14], [15] than flux linkage maps. The
flux-to-current curves saturate similarly as a polynomial
with odd power number. This property of the current
maps motivates for the very common utilization of poly-
nomials as prototype functions. However, the machine’s
stator currents are measured in almost every application.
Therefore, flux linkage maps ψdq

s (idq
s ) are more

practical. In both [11], [16], one-dimensional (1D) flux
linkage curves (lines), i.e. ψd

s (ids ) and ψq
s (iqs ), are devel-

oped. Therefore, the two-dimensional (2D) flux linkage
maps (surfaces) can not be represented by one function
each. They can only be approximated line by line for
different but constant cross-coupling currents (which re-
quires LUT-like interpolation methods). In contrast, 2D
flux linkage prototype functions, which dependent on
both d- and q-axis currents, are developed in [13], [18].
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FIGURE 12. Differential inductances of the considered IPMSM: (a) real d-axis differential inductance Ld
s ; (b) real q-axis differential inductance Lq

s ; (c) real
cross-coupling differential inductance Ldq

s ; (d) approximated d-axis differential inductance ̂Ld
s derived from (40), (41), (46) and (47); (e) approximated

q-axis differential inductance ̂Lq
s derived from (40), (41), (46) and (47); (f) approximated cross-coupling differential inductance ̂Ldq

s derived from (40), (41),
(46) and (47).

TABLE 1. Comparison of Key Characteristics/Properties of Different Prototype Functions Found in Literature

Rather simple bivariate quadratic polynomial functions
are utilized to approximate the flux linkages of PMSMs
in [13]; however, due to their low equation order, the
functions require a separate fitting for each of the four
quadrants and are not applicable for highly nonlinear
RSMs. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) [18] result
in the most complex, recursively defined mathematical
expressions, which cause a high computational burden
similar to LUT-based methods. Compared to the
above-mentioned methods, the proposed flux linkage
prototype functions can easily be applied e.g. (i)
to compensate for machine nonlinearities, (ii) to
implement nonlinear/adaptive current controllers [4] or
(iii) optimal feedforward torque control [5].

2) Energy conservation: With the consideration of energy
conservation (reciprocity rule), the proposed prototype
functions can directly represent physical properties and
reduce the number of required parameters for fitting by
sharing common parameters along both axes. In Table 1,

it can be seen that only current prototype functions con-
sider the reciprocity rule. In contrast to that, other avail-
able flux linkage prototype functions, such ANNs [18]
or flux bivariate polynomials [13], do not obey it and
thus require a larger number of parameters to approxi-
mate the entire flux linkage maps. The 7th order poly-
nomials proposed in [11] allow to approximate the self-
axis flux linkage curves of SPMSMs (which possess
an almost linear magnetic behavior without saturation)
but different cross-coupling current constants must be
found to achieve an acceptable fitting accuracy over the
whole current range. Nevertheless, a two-dimensional
function is not obtained and, therefore, the reciprocity
rule is violated.

3) Differentiability (with respect to the self-axis and
cross-coupling currents): To simplify the fitting pro-
cess, prototype functions often approximate the non-
saturated regions and the saturated regions sepa-
rately and/or contain non-differentiable absolute value
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functions of the currents [14]–[16] and, therefore, are
not globally continuously differentiable. Moreover, all
approaches which approximate the currents as functions
of the flux linkages (current maps) [12], [14], [15] are
not differentiable with respect to the currents. Further-
more, the flux linkage prototype functions proposed
in [11], [16] are composed of several segments with
different cross-coupling current sets. Besides, single-
variant polynomials as in [11] can only be seen as quasi-
differentiable (with respect to the self-axis current), dif-
ferential cross-coupling inductances can not be derived
as an analytical differentiation is not feasible (with re-
spect to the cross-coupling current). Consequently, dis-
continuous functions are obtained which do not allow
to analytically derive or compute (continuously) dif-
ferential inductances. ANNs [18] (with Gaussion like
activation functions) or flux bivariate polynomials [13]
are clearly continuously differentiable. However, both
do not allow to represent the physically meaningful
differential inductances properly as the reciprocity rule
does not hold. The proposed flux linkage prototype
functions are globally continuously differentiable due to
their physics-based design.

4) Over-range capability: The fitting with power func-
tions [14], [15], polynomials [11]–[13], piece-wise con-
tinuous functions [16] or ANNs [18] usually requires
many parameters to minimize the approximation error
globally. Nevertheless, the resulting and parametrized
prototype functions may produce severe inaccuracies or
even oscillations when the input currents are outside of
the range of the used fitting samples or training data.
Conversely, if the proposed prototype functions are de-
signed properly, these problems will not arise.

5) Extensibility: The proposed physically motivated
prototype functions are capable of approximating flux
linkages of all types of synchronous machines as
their generic design is based on physical and intrinsic
magnetic properties of real flux linkages. Power
functions [14], [15], polynomials [11]–[13], piece-wise
continuous functions [16] or ANNs [18] cannot cover
different machine types as easily as many redundant
parameters must be fitted. For example, in [12], current
bivariate polynomials must be extended by a constant
to cover the offset effect due to permanent magnets in
IPMSMs. However, only two quadrants with positive
ids are considered; hence, not the full operation range is
covered. The available methods are not as practical as
the proposed generic function prototypes when the flux
linkages of different SMs should be approximated with
one type of prototype functions.

In summary, in contrast to the proposed prototype func-
tions, the existing flux linkage (or current) prototype functions
are often expressed in complicated forms and lack of generic
expressions to cover all relevant physical properties of real
flux linkages (see above). To overcome this bottleneck, the
physically motivated and analytical flux linkage prototype

functions are developed to be capable of approximating the
flux linkages of any SM in an intrinsic and generic form.
The proposed continuously differentiable prototype functions
can represent typical magnetic saturation effects very well.
Moreover, the differential inductances can easily be computed
by computing the respective partial derivatives analytically.
Finally, thanks to the consideration of energy conservation,
the developed prototype functions have physical meaning and
make redundant parameters obsolete.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented analytical flux linkage prototype
functions which allow to generically approximate the nonlin-
ear flux linkages of RSMs and IPMSMs. Due to their conti-
nuity and differentiability over the whole current range, the
analytical prototype functions are very beneficial to ease the
analysis of machine characteristics and to use them in real-
world applications; such as advanced nonlinear control, oper-
ation management or self-commissioning. Three flux linkage
prototype functions are presented; all obey the energy conser-
vation rule. First, a prototype function was proposed for the
modeling of RSM flux linkages. It has a simple and intuitive
structure and only a few parameters need to be fitted. Then,
a second RSM flux linkage prototype function was developed
based on the first approach in order to provide a higher flex-
ibility and to achieve a better fitting accuracy. The number
of cross-saturation terms can be chosen arbitrarily according
to the requirements induced by different applications. At the
end, an analytical flux linkage prototype function for IPMSMs
was developed based on the second RSM flux model. Due to
the asymmetric saturation effects in IPMSMs, the flux linkage
surfaces must (i) be separated into two regions along a curved
line in the d-direction of the zero locus of the differential
inductances and (ii) modeled separately. The parameters of
the prototype function of both regions are obtained by an
effective fitting process. Finally, all three flux linkage pro-
totype functions were validated against real flux linkages of
an RSM and an IPMSM showing very high approximation
accuracies.

The proposed flux linkage prototype functions are: (i) phys-
ically motivated and designed to describe the self-axis and
cross-coupling saturation effects; (ii) continuously differen-
tiable throughout the whole operation range; (iii) avoiding the
need of many and redundant parameters; and (iv) applicable
for both RSMs and IPMSMs. These advantages can facilitate
the implementation of more sophisticated control algorithms
in the real-time system. Future work will focus on the ap-
plication of the proposed flux linkage prototype functions in
nonlinear/adaptive current control and optimal feedforward
torque control (efficiency improvement and operation man-
agement) of different and highly nonlinear SMs.

APPENDIX A MACHINE AND FITTED PARAMETERS
The key parameters of the employed machines are listed in
Table 2. Maximum values of îs,max, ψd

s,max, ψq
s,max, Ld

s,max,
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TABLE 2. Key Parameters of Employed RSM and IPMSM

TABLE 3. Fitted Parameters of the Proposed Flux Linkage Prototype
Functions for the Employed RSM and IPMSM

Lq
s,max and Ldq

s,max are used as the base values for the nor-
malization to obtain the per unit (p.u.) representation. Finally,
the fitted parameters of the proposed flux linkage prototype
functions are collected in Table 3.
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